
Minutes of the CSTB meeting
Paris, May 16, 2012

Attendees:  G.  Bergametti,  B.  Bézard,  C.  Camy-Peyret  (president),  M.-A.  Clair,  F.  Dulac, 
Th. Encrenaz, V. Guidard, A. Hertzog (secretary), H. Oelhaf, J.-P. Pommereau, J.-B. Renard, A. 
Vargas, D. Vassaux, F. Vial

Excused: N. Amarouche, C. Deniel, J.-L. Redelsperger

1) Discussion and approval of the minutes of the previous meeting
Th. Encrenaz mentions that the CIDRE proposal is currently in Phase A at CNES, and therefore is 
not expecting any recommendation from the CSTB at that stage. The CSTB thus expects a new 
proposal by the CIDRE team when the Phase A will be completed. The minutes of the previous 
meeting are modified accordingly.
Concerning the potential calendar conflict between the Fireball and Pilot flight, everyone agrees 
that this conflict should be resolved by CSTB if it occurs, but that no decision has to be taken at the 
present time. The statement on this conflict in the previous minutes is therefore modified.
F. Dulac asked for some clarifications on the status of the ozone and aerosol counter integration on 
board  the  CNES gondola  during  TRAQA.  M.-A.  Clair indicates  that,  while  there  will  not  be 
enough  resources  to  perform the  aerosol  counter  integration,  there  is  still  hope  for  the  ozone 
instrument. This statement is taken into account in the minutes of the previous meeting.
J.-P. Pommereau commented on a note that he had submitted to CSTB members outlining his 
doubts  about  the  feasibility  of  long-duration  BSO flights  outside  the  polar  regions  during  the 
permanent day or night and particularly in the tropics.  C. Camy-Peyret explained that the CNES 
balloon catalogue (available for information to scientists together with the 2012 call for proposal) 
was giving availability dates which were indicative only, since work is still in progress to develop 
the Nosyca system needed for these flights. A. Vargas confirmed that, as usual, simulations will be 
performed by CNES meteorologists when the technical feasibility of these flights is confirmed. J.-
P.  Pommereau is  strongly  recommending  to  perform  such  simulations  in  realistic  weather 
conditions before offering such flights in the next call for proposals.

J.-P. Pommereau forwards an exchange with V. Yushkov concerning the development of a solar 
power system for Flash-B long-duration flights. V. Yushkov indicates that since CNES is intending 
to develop such system for all sensors, there is no more need for him to further work on this. His 
objective  in  the  short  term  will  be  then  to  test  only  a  Flash-B  sensor  version  for  day-time 
measurements at float altitude, but he would be less interested in participating to the 2013 campaign 
if the campaign takes place in Canada rather than in Kiruna.

2) 2012 Call for proposals 
The meeting proceeds by evaluating the proposals received in response to the 2012 call and dealing 
with 2014+ flights (projects associated with flights in 2013 have been evaluated during the previous 
meeting on April 19th). A few proposals (Pinga and Lis-B) are reviewed again, as there was lacking 
reports during the previous meeting.

1. Pinga (PI: E. Rivière & J.-P. Pommereau)
Pinga is  a  campaign  of  small  BSOs  carrying  various  payloads  aimed  at  characterizing  the 
convective transport from the troposphere to the stratosphere in the tropics. Another objective of the 
campaign is  to  test  new developments,  in  particular  the  evolution  of  payloads  for future  long-
duration flights. The balloon flights made in the framework of this project will not be operated by 
CNES, but by the Brazilian meteorological service (IPMET).



2. Cobrat (PI: J.-B. Renard)
Cobrat is a preparatory activity aimed at developing new instruments that will be carried by BSOs 
to  study  transient  luminous  events  (TLE)  and  terrestrial  gamma-ray  flashes  (TGF),  and  to 
complement space borne observations (Taranis and Asim), which will be performed from 2015 on. 
The first part of the project includes one technological flight in 2015 (from Kiruna or Canada), and 
then 1 long-duration flight (lasting at least one week) in 2016 from an equatorial or tropical station. 
It is then envisioned to perform 1 such flight every 18 months.

3. Elhysa 2 (G. Berthet)
The Elhysa 2 proposal is aimed at designing a new version of the Elhysa frost-point hygrometer, a 
long standing reference instrument for measuring water vapour in the stratosphere. The new version 
will  be  lighter  than  its  predecessor  (20  kg vs  35 kg),  will  incorporate  more  recent  electronics 
systems, and will use either cryogenic or thermoelectric cooling systems (the latter offering the 
possibility to perform longer duration flights). The proposal includes a technological flight to test 
the developments in 2014.

4. BBtropics (PI: V. Catoire)
BBtropics proposes a short-duration balloon campaign in Northern Brazil to study the convective 
transport  of  aerosols  and  chemical  species  associated  with  biomass  burning  (BB)  from  the 
troposphere  to  the  stratosphere.  The  campaign  should take  place  at  the  end of  the  dry  season 
(October and November).

5. Halesis (PI: S. Payan)
Halesis is a preparatory activity to design a balloon campaign aimed at studying transient luminous 
events  appearing  in  the  stratosphere  above  thunderstorms.  The  project  combines  in  situ 
measurements of the electric field and of chemicals species that can be produced by such events 
(e.g.,  NO2),  as  well  as  remote  sensing  observations  with  a  new  infrared  spectro-imager.  A 
technological flight to test the instruments should occur during the third year of the project.

6. Napoly (PI: M. Tagger)
Napoly is a preparatory activity project to develop a new pointing gondola suited for combinations 
of small instruments. The gondola with azimuth and attitude control would benefit from the heritage 
of the current Salomon gondola (with presently an overall mass of ~ 170 kg), and will include 
various improvements (inertial unit, capability of pointing at the limb or nadir). Scientific partners 
of LPC2E will be eligible to use the Napoly gondola.
 

7. Lis-B (PI: A. Hauchecorne)
The proposal is aimed at understanding the anomaly of the SODISM instrument onboard the Picard 
satellite. The team thus proposes to fly a SODISM spare model as a back-up flight during the Pilot 
campaign in 2013. This model would be integrated in the Salomon gondola.

8. MicroWaveLimbSounding (PI: G. Berthet)
This proposal is a preparatory project aimed at developing in collaboration with Swedish colleagues 
a balloon-borne sub-mm limb sounder to observe minor species in the stratosphere. 

9. Orbas (PI: A. Kukui)
Orbas is a preparatory project  to  develop a balloon-borne high-resolution mass spectrometer to 
study aerosols in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere.

10. Altius (PI: D. Fussen)
Altius  aims  at  developing  a  limb-sounding  spectro-imager  instrument  working  in  the  visible 
wavelengths. The instrument will be a balloon-borne model of a space-borne instrument currently in 



Phase B1 at ESA. Flying the balloon model will help in confirming the technological choices of the 
space-borne instrument (based on opto-acoustic optical filtering technology), as well as in designing 
the data processing algorithms. The first flight should take place in 2014.

11. Bridge (PI: M. Raybaut)
Bridge aims at developing a new balloon-borne lidar instrument that uses recent laser source and 
infra-red detector technologies. The lidar will be able to measure the most important greenhouse 
gases (water vapour, methane, carbon dioxide) based on the technique of integrated path differential 
absorption (IPDA), and will be used to validate space-borne missions observing the same species 
(e.g., Merlin and CarbonSat). 

12. Species (PI: V. Catoire)
The goal of the Species experiment is to develop a new gondola that will replace the former Spirale 
instrument, and so will allow to measure many trace species in the troposphere and stratosphere. 
The gondola will include the SPIRIT infrared spectrometer developed at LPC2E (which already 
exists for airborne use) and the SARA OF-CEAS instrument developed by LIPhy (Grenoble). The 
total weight will be around 250 kg, and the optical cell length will be significantly reduced with 
respect to SPIRALE. The first flight is planned to take place by late 2016.

13. Twin+ (PI: G. Durry)
Twin+ aims at measuring long-lived species (CO2, SF6, CH4, etc) in the mid-latitude stratosphere, so 
as to extend the observations collected during previous flights in France. The project is based on the 
flight of the Twin air sampler and the pico-SDLA instrument under a BSO in 2014. The project also 
envisioned to fly an Aircore sampler developed at NCAR.

14. Aircore HR (PI: C. Crevoisier)
Aircore HR aims at  improving an  already existing instrument  (Aircore usually  flown on small 
meteorological  balloons)  developed  at  NCAR  to  make  better  altitude-resolved  observations  of 
greenhouse  gases  in  the  troposphere  and stratosphere  in  link with various space  missions.  The 
instrument will be placed within a SAOZ type gondola and could be ready (after further tests in the 
laboratory) by the end of 2013 for a first flight in 2014.

15. Gloria-B (PI: H. Oelhaf, P. Preusse and F. Friedl-Vallon)
Gloria-B  is  a  preparatory  project  that  aims  at  flying  a  newly  developed  imaging  infrared 
spectrometer under a balloon, so as to increase (in the limb viewing geometry) the spatial resolution 
of previous instruments. The proposed instrument is the balloon version of the space-borne Premier 
instrument, which is currently competing to be selected as the next ESA Earth Explorer mission. 
The project includes several flights from 2015 on, starting first with short-duration flights and then 
proceeding with longer duration flights under BSO.

16. MIPAS-B++ (PI: H. Oelhaf)
MIPAS-B++ envisions a balloon flight in 2014 from Canada with several instruments: MIPAS-B, 
Telis,  mini-DOAS  and  Maestro.  The  project  will  address  the  budget  and  diurnal  evolution  of 
chemical species with short lifetime (mainly bromine) and the validation of ACE-FTS space-borne 
observations (Envisat hence MIPAS data are no longer available).

17. Napoleon (PI: N. Foray)
The Napoleon proposal  aims at  producing the  first  dosimetric  survey of  the  Southern  Atlantic 
Anomaly (SAA), and the impact of the SAA on DNA damage. Napoleon is based on a series of 
long-duration flights under BSOs across the Southern Atlantic Ocean, and short-duration flights 
with recovery at sea from Southern Atlantic Islands.



General comment on the evaluations

CNES will send to the PI of each proposal a detailed assessment of their project. Depending on the 
evaluation,  precise  recommendations  on  how  the  proposal  should  possibly  be  updated  or  re-
submitted for the next call will be given.

Some LoIs submitted for the previous call for ideas have not materialized with actual proposals in 
2012. The next call will be open again for new proposals that were not perhaps mature enough this 
year.

3) General discussion
D. Vassaux announces that the Canadian Space Agency will organize a scientific meeting by the 
end of October to promote the new balloon facility to the Canadian community, and to present the 
flight opportunities in 2014 in the light of the CSTB programming. It is not impossible that a few 
scientific presentations could be provided by European scientists.

M.-A. Clair and  A. Vargas recognize that there is a significant number of proposals asking to 
perform BSO flights  in the  core of the  tropical region.  They will  investigate  the possibility  of 
opening a balloon facility close to the Equator, once the installation of the Canadian launch base is 
consolidated. 

M.-A. Clair furthermore notices that the development of long-duration BSO flights in parallel with 
the Strateole-2 project may be problematic.

The committee then discusses of elements that may improve the text of the 2013 call for proposals. 
A number of points, which may or may not implemented in the next call, have been mentioned:

− Proposers  should  describe  with  greater  care  the  human  resources  associated  with  their 
project, as well as their role in the proposal.

− Proposers will be invited to draft one proposal per project, even if the project includes the 
flight of several types of balloons.

− The CNES balloon sub-directorate should further support the actual availability of “on-the-
shelf” balloon solutions with the help of flight simulations.

− CNES should provide a mid-term visibility of already planned campaigns in the coming 
years, so that scientists could take into account the remaining windows of opportunities for 
their own new projects.

− CSTB should better describe what is expected under the “preparatory activity” item, in order 
to avoid premature proposals with weak scientific content and rather vague planning.

4) Strateole-2 presentation (A. Hertzog)
A. Hertzog (LMD) presents the Strateole-2 project to the CSTB committee. Strateole 2 is aimed at 
studying troposphere-stratosphere  coupling in  the  tropical  belt  through two campaigns of  long-
duration superpressure balloon flights. The campaigns are scheduled in 2017 and 2018.

The next CSTB meeting will take place on November 15th.


